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The Royal Gazette recognises the advantages of 

specialised target marketing focusing on events and 

industries specific to the Bermuda marketplace. We 

have curated a collection of magazines and feature 

products designed specifically for these audiences, 

service and product providers.

RG MAGS, the revamped quarterly publication that 

serves as the flagship magazine, is all about local 

lifestyle with regular sections, including: Community 

and Sport, Travel, Food & Drink, Fashion & Beauty, Arts 

& Entertainment and Home & Living.  Rgmags.com 

serves as a digital space for this popular quarterly and 

is supported by a growing social-media audience.

Additionally, RG Mags provides other features that 

cater to industry-specific content, including RG 

Construction, RG Motor Express and the new RG 

Kids and RG Business.  Each unique publication 

brings compelling issues that affect Bermuda, and is 

respectful of its past and optimistic for its future.

TARGET YOUR MESSAGE 

TO A TARGETED AUDIENCE

RG Mags Facebook Page has 

seen 355% growth in 2023 



NEWSPRINT FEATURES

2col x 2 $209 3.83” x 2” - -

2col x 5 $320 3.83” x 5” - -

3col x 5 $420 5.83” x 5” - -

4col x 5 $530 7.83” x 5” - -

6col x 5 $760 11.83” x 5” - -

3col x 10 $760 5.83” x 10” - -

6col x 10 $1,050 11.83” x 10” - -

6col x 21 $2,050 11.83” x 21” - -

Rates & Sizes

COL PICAS INCHES

1 11 1.83

2 23 3.83

3 35 5.83

COL PICAS INCHES

4 47 7.83

5 59 9.83

6 71 11.83

Newspaper Broadsheet
This product lends itself to our newspaper features: Mother’s Day and Open 

Bermuda Day to name a few. Inserted in the daily, we use bleached newsprint 

for these features, which makes the features stand out and very popular with 

advertisers and readers alike.

Front Strap 3col x 21.125 5.83” x 21.125” - 6.25” x 21.125”

Inside Strap 3col x 21.125 5.83” x 21.125” - 6.25” x 21.125”

Full Page/OBC 6col x 21.125 11.83” x 21.125” - 12.66” x 21.125”

Full Page/IBC 6col x 21.125 11.83” x 21.125” - 12.66” x 21.125”

Newspaper Wrap (White Stock) 
The ¾ newspaper wrap is our prime real estate product as three quarters of it 

wraps our newspaper’s front page. Offering exclusivity, this product allows the 

advertiser their very own platform with high visibility giving the most exposure 

we have on offer.

Encore
JULY 2023

One of the harsh realities about life insurance is that 

many people don’t understand how important it is until 

it’s too late. Yet, death will always come with some form 

of financial liability and, according to Freisenbruch expert 

Keishon Wilson, those you leave behind should not have 

to be responsible.

“There was an article in the paper 

some time ago that touched on an 

individual who became terminally 

ill,” said Mr Wilson, a senior life and 

pension sales advisor. “The first 

thing he remembered once he found 

out was the life insurance policy he 

did not follow through with. There 

are many cases like this where peo-

ple regret not doing it because they 

no longer qualify, or the price would 

have been better had they done it 

years earlier.”

Life insurance is a proactive way 

to make sure your loved ones don’t 

have to pick up the pieces.

The main reason people put it off, 

Mr Wilson said, is misinformation or 

simply a lack of good information. 

Many people believe they can’t 

afford it and don’t take the time to 

check.

To illustrate this point, Freisen-

bruch provided the example of a 

$250,000 term life insurance policy 

for a healthy 30-year-old. In a re-

cent survey, 80 percent of people 

overestimated the cost of this policy 

by five times. In fact, the individual 

in that example would have to pay 

just $220 per year, which is $20 per 

month, or $0.66 per day.

Mr Wilson said: “It’s easy to ease 

these concerns because a lot of 

people associate life cover with 

large amounts of death benefits that 

don’t apply to their needs for cover. 

Having a conversation and identify-

ing one’s needs for cover allows you 

to address financial concerns by 

only offering what someone needs 

based on their financial situation.

“Proactivity will always be key. 

Also, having access to the right 

information. The best thing anyone 

can do right now if they don’t know 

about life insurance is to sit down 

and discuss with a professional to 

not only help understand the prod-

uct better, but also help understand 

how the product best fits into your 

life. This is the one time where what 

you do not know can cause harm to 

you and your loved ones.”

Life insurance has numerous po-

tential benefits, including: 

• cash-on-demand for future use;

• a supplement to your retirement 

income and plan for your finan-

cial future;

• provision for your family when 

you’re no longer available to do 

so;

• protecting your family from un-

necessary financial strife by cov-

ering final expenses, paying off 

debts and providing an income;

• protection for your business.

Even if we understand all this, many 

of us might feel we already have 

enough on our plates finding money 

to survive the daily grind of grocery 

bills, mortgage or rent, electricity 

and medical costs, without worrying 

about safeguarding what will hap-

pen long into our future.

Mr Wilson insisted that doesn’t 

mean life insurance should go on 

the backburner.

“Life insurance should be con-

sidered at all ages starting from 

birth,” he said. “If a parent were to 

secure their child’s insurability from 

birth, there is no way they can be 

disqualified if they were to devel-

op any illnesses. After all, they are 

already covered. Also, the younger 

you start, the cheaper the premium. 

Now will always be the right time to 

take control.”

So, if you do decide to get life insur-

ance, how do you go about it? Here is 

Mr Wilson’s step-by-step guide:

STEP 1: Make an appointment with 

a professional at the insurance com-

pany and carry out a needs analysis.

STEP 2: With the professional, select 

the best plan to meet those needs 

and fill out the application forms.

STEP 3: The insurance company 

will then schedule clients for a para-

medical test and submit the results 

along with the application.

STEP 4: Freisenbruch’s team in 

Canada will finally review the appli-

cation and make a decision regard-

ing insurability.

Your two main options of life insur-

ance are “whole of life” and “term”. 

Whole of life is permanent coverage 

that lasts as long as you live and 

make payments. Mr Wilson ex-

plained: “It also builds cash values 

that you have access to during the 

lifetime of the policy. You can also 

withdraw whatever cash value you 

have built over the years should you 

no longer wish to keep the policy.”

He said a whole of life policy can 

provide great benefit to your ben-

eficiaries, as well as to you, should 

you ever need to access the funds 

you have available.

A term policy, meanwhile, is a 

temporary and less expensive cover 

option that does not build cash 

value and expires completely when 

the term is done. Mr Wilson said 

“This is an amazing tool to cover 

the larger amounts of your debts or 

liabilities while it is needed.” 

A mortgage is an example of a 

term policy. “You can have a 30-

year term plan for one million to 

cover a 30-year mortgage for one 

million,” Mr Wilson said. “If anything 

were to happen to you, your benefi-

ciaries would not be left with mort-

gage payments they can’t afford.”

When figuring out how much 

coverage you need, Mr Wilson said 

there is no one size fits all. It is sole-

ly down to the individual.

Life Insurance Market Research 

Association says that you need sev-

en to ten years of your annual salary 

in insurance to be comprehensively 

covered. “This should align also 

with any debt that you will create or 

debt that you have already created,” 

Mr Wilson said. “However, everyone 

is still different.”

For further information, contact 

Freisenbruch on info@fmgroup.bm 

or 296-3600.

The Case for 
Life Insurance 

By Tim SmithTHE COSTS ARE PROBABLY NOT AS HIGH AS YOU EXPECT, SAYS FREISENBRUCH EXPERT

Keishon Wilson
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12 Days of Christmas 
Newspaper Wrap

STANDARD TRIM LIVE BLEED

TRIM LIVE BLEED$6,505.00 PER WRAP



GLOSSY/HYBRID FEATURES

Rates & Sizes

Glossy Covers 4col x 11 $2,700 8.5” x 11” 8.25” x 10.75” 8.75” x 11.25”

Full Page 4col x 11 $1,500 8.5” x 11” 8.25” x 10.75” 8.75” x 11.25”

Half-Page Horizontal 4col x 5 $800 8.5” x 5.375” 8.25” x 5.125” 8.75” x 5.625”

Quarter-Page 2col x 5 $450 3.83” x 5”

Hybrid Magazines - rg MAGAZINES: rg Kids, rg Construction, rg CupMatch, rg Food

This product has evolved from having newsprint inside pages and is now filled with a high-quality white, matte 

paper but we kept the shine! The glossy covers lend to a unique product we like to call ‘Hybrids’.

Covers 4col x 11 $2,700 8.5” x 11” 8.25” x 10.75” 8.75” x 11.25”

Preferred Pages 4col x 11 $2,250 8.5” x 11” 8.25” x 10.75” 8.75” x 11.25”

Full Page 4col x 11 $2,050 8.5” x 11” 8.25” x 10.75” 8.75” x 11.25”

Double-Page Spread Double Page $3,900 17” x 11” 16.75” x 10.75” 17.25” x 11.25”

Centre-Page Spread Double Truck $4,100 17” x 11” 16.75” x 10.75” 17.25” x 11.25”

Half-Page Horizontal 4col x 5 $1,475 8.5” x 5.375” 8.25” x 5.125” 8.75” x 5.625”

Half-Page Vertical 2col x 11 $1,475 4.25” x 11” 4” x 10.75” 4.375” x 11.25”

Quarter-Page Vertical 1col x 11 $775 2.5” x 11” 2.25” x 10.75” 2.75” x 11.25”

Glossy Magazines - RG MAGAZINE, RG BUSINESS,  MOTOR EXPRESS SERIES  

The RG glossy magazine is our “luxury product”- a flagship of the brand, offering advertisers the highest print 

quality while delivering an absorbing read to a growing audience of all ages.

Back Cover 3col x 9 $2,000 5” x 8.625” 4.75” x 8.375” 5.25” x 8.875”

Inside Cover 3col x 9 $1,800 5” x 8.625”” 4.75” x 8.375” 5.25” x 8.875”

Full Page 3col x 9 $1,500 5” x 8.625” 4.75” x 8.375” 5.25” x 8.875”

Half-Page Horizontal 3col x 4 $800 5” x 4.25” 4.75” x 4” 5.25” x 4.5”

Banner Horizontal 3col x 1 $500 5” x 1” 4.75” x 0.75” 5.25” x 1.25”

Glossy Pocket Magazine - FIFA World Cup and ITU Triathlon Bermuda

This handy pocket-sized glossy magazine is small but packs a punch. Have all of the information you need on the 

go-to events such as FIFA World Cup and ITU Triathlon Bermuda.

STANDARD TRIM LIVE BLEED
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Special Features
If you are celebrating a milestone, your grand opening or hosting a special event, this is the perfect product for you. You get to choose 

from any of our above products. Our special features have their very own special process; it’s easy, just speak to a sales representative and 

get all of the information you will need.

STANDARD TRIM LIVE BLEED

STANDARD TRIM LIVE BLEED

The “safe zone” is the area inside the trim line where your text and 

graphics are not at risk of being cut off or lost into the binding in the 

final print.  Any content that you want to appear completely within the 

final printed publication should be kept inside the safe zone.  Placing 

content too close to the top, bottom or outside edge of the PDF could 

result in that content being cut off during trimming.

LIVE

TRIM 

BLEED



GIFT GUIDE 2023

Images
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Sips

WHAT'S INSIDE  |  2023 SUMMER DRINK TRENDS2023 SUMMER DRINK TRENDS  + MORE

A N N UA L SPE C IA L F E AT U R E 

2022
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For all inquiries, please contact your Advertising Solution Specialist.

For magazine inquiries, please contact our Advertising Solutions Manager. 

ADVERTISING INQUIRIES 
Commercial Director 

Michael Grier – mgrier@bpmedia.bm

Sales Department 

sales@royalgazette.com

Creative Director 

Nikeisha Burrows – nburrows@royalgazette.com

Advertising Solutions Manager  

Carlene Spencer-Darrell – carlene@rg.bm

Advertising Solution Specialists  Phone   E-mail 

Sales Team     295-5881   sales@royalgazette.bm

Shawn-Naé Cann     278-0117   sncann@rg.bm

Marguerita Carter    272-2008   mcarter@rg.bm

Stephanie Lovell     278-8331   slovell@rg.bm

Mechanical Requirements

CAMERA READY AD PUBSET ADS

RESOLUTION 212 dpi 212 dpi

COLOR CMYK / Grayscale, 100% black registration for black text CMYK/ RGB/ Grayscale 

TOTAL INK 240% maximum 240% maximum

FONTS
Recommended legibility 9 point minimum for body text 

and 7.5 point minimum for captions/disclaimers 

Recommended legibility 9 point minimum for body text 

and 7.5 point minimum for captions/disclaimers 

FILE TYPES Ad: PDF 

Logos:      EPS, AI, JPG, TIFF

Photos:    JPG, TIFF, PDF

Text:         Word, PDF

CAMERA READY AD PUBSET ADS

RESOLUTION 300 dpi 300 dpi

COLOR CMYK / Grayscale, 100% black registration for black text CMYK/ RGB/ Grayscale 

FILE TYPES Ad: PDF

Logos:      EPS, AI, JPG, TIFF

Photos:    JPG, TIFF, PDF

Text:         Word, PDF

NEWSPAPER

MAGAZINES  


